Notes:

- Domain Controllers:
  - Either fix Bleu or forcibly remove it
  - Fix ldap auth/certs for 2008 servers before doing last dcpromo or starting demotions
- Get domain controllers monitored by OIT’s current nagios servers
  - Dan: Get John, Breanden access to your nagios server to see what you current checks are
- TS Licensing - gonna start w/ a member server and not DC and see how it goes
- Need to setup a meeting w/ Mac peeps to do testing on the cross-realm trust and group permissions.
- Need to get a certificate server in wolftest accessible by security people to test cert generation using an intermediate cert from the OIT CA. Want to switch the DC's to using that cert chain eventually, and generate a new domain cert. Auto-enrollment is down the line a bit.
- Need to figure out where we need to be putting the DC backups that is as secure as possible and how long we need to keep them. More than a couple days and they aren't all that useful.